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1 a plural genii an attendant spirit of a person or place b plural usually genii a person who influences
another for good or bad he has been accused of being his brother s evil genius 2 a strong leaning or
inclination penchant 3 a a peculiar distinctive or identifying character or spirit genius is associated with
intellectual ability and creative productivity the term genius can also be used to refer to people
characterised by genius and or to polymaths who excel across many subjects there is no scientifically
precise definition of genius noun a person with exceptional ability esp of a highly original kind such ability
or capacity mozart s musical genius the distinctive spirit or creative nature of a nation era language etc a
person considered as exerting great influence of a certain sort an evil genius roman myth definitions of
genius noun unusual mental ability synonyms brilliance see more noun exceptional creative ability
synonyms wizardry see more noun someone who has exceptional intellectual ability and originality
mozart was a child genius synonyms einstein brain brainiac mastermind see more noun genius in
psychology a person of extraordinary intellectual power definitions of genius in terms of intelligence
quotient iq are based on research originating in the early 1900s in 1916 the american psychologist lewis
m terman set the iq for potential genius at 140 and above a level c1 very great and rare natural ability or
skill especially in a particular area such as science or art or a person who has this an artistic creative
musical genius einstein was a mathematical genius from the age of three she showed signs of genius for
the purpose of this article a genius isn t simply someone with an exceptionally high iq instead a genius is
an extraordinarily intelligent person who breaks new ground with discoveries inventions or works of art
usually a genius s work changes the way people view the world or the field in which the work took place
genius what makes a genius some minds are so exceptional they change the world we don t know
exactly why these people soar above the rest of us but science offers us clues by claudia kalb definition
of genius noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example
sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more genius meaning 1 a very smart or talented person
a person who has a level of talent or intelligence that is very rare or remarkable 2 a person who is very
good at doing something in his book dr wright explains that there are a lot of traits that can signify
genius but having them doesn t guarantee that someone actually is a genius a genius is defined as a
person who has a remarkable intellectual or creative function or other natural ability there are certain
historical and public figures that are acknowledged as geniuses including albert einstein who contributed
greatly to the field of physics the meaning of genius the first hurdle in the study of genius is to settle on a
working definition the word itself harks back to ancient roman mythology according to which every male
was genius can be defined as a high iq extreme creativity or something else altogether image credit
deepart what makes a genius perhaps for athletes a genius is an olympic medalist in innate ability
personality circumstances and an unusual level of motivation all play a role this issue identifies key
elements behind the turbulence that leads to genius from the fields of while there is no singular formula
to define genius there are several telltale signs and traits that set brilliant minds apart from the crowd in
this intriguing exploration we delve into these walter isaacson writes about geniuses and how the
greatest thinkers broke with tradition and solved problems none of us could see general physics march
14 2018 stephen hawking a brief history of genius stephen hawking who has died aged 76 was britain s
most famous modern day scientist a genius who dedicated his 4 geniuses whose brains were studied by
science and what they reveal big think neuropsych november 20 2017 4 geniuses whose brains were
studied by science and what they reveal here the 20 most famous geniuses in history from the discovery
of radium to advances in cancer treatments see who changed the world as we know it
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genius definition meaning merriam webster
Mar 27 2024

1 a plural genii an attendant spirit of a person or place b plural usually genii a person who influences
another for good or bad he has been accused of being his brother s evil genius 2 a strong leaning or
inclination penchant 3 a a peculiar distinctive or identifying character or spirit

genius wikipedia
Feb 26 2024

genius is associated with intellectual ability and creative productivity the term genius can also be used to
refer to people characterised by genius and or to polymaths who excel across many subjects there is no
scientifically precise definition of genius

genius definition meaning dictionary com
Jan 25 2024

noun a person with exceptional ability esp of a highly original kind such ability or capacity mozart s
musical genius the distinctive spirit or creative nature of a nation era language etc a person considered
as exerting great influence of a certain sort an evil genius roman myth

genius definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Dec 24 2023

definitions of genius noun unusual mental ability synonyms brilliance see more noun exceptional creative
ability synonyms wizardry see more noun someone who has exceptional intellectual ability and originality
mozart was a child genius synonyms einstein brain brainiac mastermind see more noun

genius definition characteristics examples britannica
Nov 23 2023

genius in psychology a person of extraordinary intellectual power definitions of genius in terms of
intelligence quotient iq are based on research originating in the early 1900s in 1916 the american
psychologist lewis m terman set the iq for potential genius at 140 and above a level

genius english meaning cambridge dictionary
Oct 22 2023

c1 very great and rare natural ability or skill especially in a particular area such as science or art or a
person who has this an artistic creative musical genius einstein was a mathematical genius from the age
of three she showed signs of genius

how geniuses work howstuffworks
Sep 21 2023

for the purpose of this article a genius isn t simply someone with an exceptionally high iq instead a
genius is an extraordinarily intelligent person who breaks new ground with discoveries inventions or
works of art usually a genius s work changes the way people view the world or the field in which the work
took place

what makes a genius national geographic
Aug 20 2023

genius what makes a genius some minds are so exceptional they change the world we don t know
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exactly why these people soar above the rest of us but science offers us clues by claudia kalb

genius noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Jul 19 2023

definition of genius noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example
sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

genius definition meaning britannica dictionary
Jun 18 2023

genius meaning 1 a very smart or talented person a person who has a level of talent or intelligence that
is very rare or remarkable 2 a person who is very good at doing something

traits of genius explained by a yale professor well good
May 17 2023

in his book dr wright explains that there are a lot of traits that can signify genius but having them doesn t
guarantee that someone actually is a genius

what are the characteristics of a genius oxbridge
Apr 16 2023

a genius is defined as a person who has a remarkable intellectual or creative function or other natural
ability there are certain historical and public figures that are acknowledged as geniuses including albert
einstein who contributed greatly to the field of physics

the science of genius scientific american
Mar 15 2023

the meaning of genius the first hurdle in the study of genius is to settle on a working definition the word
itself harks back to ancient roman mythology according to which every male was

genius can anybody be one live science
Feb 14 2023

genius can be defined as a high iq extreme creativity or something else altogether image credit deepart
what makes a genius perhaps for athletes a genius is an olympic medalist in

how do you spot a genius scientific american blog network
Jan 13 2023

innate ability personality circumstances and an unusual level of motivation all play a role this issue
identifies key elements behind the turbulence that leads to genius from the fields of

signs of genius 13 traits that set brilliant minds apart
Dec 12 2022

while there is no singular formula to define genius there are several telltale signs and traits that set
brilliant minds apart from the crowd in this intriguing exploration we delve into these
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what makes a genius the world s greatest minds have one
Nov 11 2022

walter isaacson writes about geniuses and how the greatest thinkers broke with tradition and solved
problems none of us could see

stephen hawking a brief history of genius phys org
Oct 10 2022

general physics march 14 2018 stephen hawking a brief history of genius stephen hawking who has died
aged 76 was britain s most famous modern day scientist a genius who dedicated his

4 geniuses whose brains were studied by science big think
Sep 09 2022

4 geniuses whose brains were studied by science and what they reveal big think neuropsych november
20 2017 4 geniuses whose brains were studied by science and what they reveal here

20 most famous geniuses in history careeraddict
Aug 08 2022

the 20 most famous geniuses in history from the discovery of radium to advances in cancer treatments
see who changed the world as we know it
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